assembly
information
Summary
The Kindness Adventure is a live, 45 minute assembly for elementary schools.
The performer will take a trip to Kenya with his initially skeptical sidekick, NED. This is
where the adventure begins! Through storytelling, music and
interactive videos, everyone discovers that it’s the differences assembly themes:
that make experiences and new friendships so great.
The Kindness Adventure assembly can support your
initiatives for developing a positive and caring school climate.
Its proactive approach aims to prevent many forms of
mistreatment, including bullying, by showcasing the sense
of satisfaction that takes place when a child chooses to show
kindness, respect and acceptance.

caring is cool

include others
I can make friends
anywhere
each person matters
a lot
Different can be good

program cost

The Kindness Adventure assembly is brought to your school
at no cost because of our unique Pay-It Forward® program.
Through this program, another school has already made it
possible for us to visit your school and you can do the same
for other schools. After the assembly, students will have the
opportunity to purchase beaded and carved jewelry and
other hand-crafted items, made by artisans in Kenya.

Each item purchased pays it forward in three ways:
Gives your students a kindness reminder
Sends the Kindness Adventure assembly to other schools
Provides income for artisans in Kenya
A small portion from each item sold provides over 100 gallons
of clean water for kids in Kenya.
See what’s happening at: KindnessAdventure.com/giving.html

Kindness Adventure is on tour across the US for this school year.
Please check with us ASAP to learn which week we are in your area.

The Embassy of the Republic of
Kenya is pleased to endorse and
support NED’s Kindness Adventure.
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